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Vasil Aleksiev is Executive Director, and has been selected to 

execute strategic changes in a privatized Bulgarian Production 

company, leader in its sector. He had a strong background as a 

graduate of an elite university in Western Europe and 

experience in business management working on 3 continents in 

the sector of Electro Technical business. Vasil had to make a 

fast change not only in the strategy of the organization but also 

in the abilities of the human capital to execute it. The first thing 

he did was to organize training for managing change as the HR 

Manager Kalina recommended.  Still, after the training, there 

was no change in the behavior of the people, which were key 

for the success of the company strategy.  

A few months later Kalina had to propose an investment plan 

for the development of the management team, but the budget 

was already restricted and all the investments were evaluated 

strictly. The employees were getting more down-hearted, 

lacking the external incentives they used to have and looking at 

all the tactics to be “motivated without money”. They needed a 

new systematic approach.  

Kalina proposed to introduce a process for Performance 

Evaluation in which people would have clearly defined 

objectives and KPIs to evaluate the performance of the people 

in the organization, to help define the talents and the 

development needs of every employee.  



The whole infrastructure was created but Vasil still could not 

see the change in his management team that he expected. His 

direct reports could not work together as a team; they were 

having silent quests against each other, defining areas of 

influence and were “passing the ball” to the other when coming 

to the point of taking responsibility. On the common meetings 

though they kept simulating engagement and agreement with 

the changes that Aleksiev asked for and from time to time there 

was conflict between Andrey and Yana - the Sales and 

Production managers. Although the strategic changes 

undertaken were thoroughly evaluated and well suiting the 

market situation and dynamics, the management team doesn’t 

seem to be able to grow to the level to meet this challenge.  

Up to that moment the Executive Director was waiting to see 

how he can manage the people in his team, which definitely 

had strong experience and knowledge in the area they were 

working and knew all the processes and customers in detailed. 

He relied on directing them personally. Kalina was working hard 

to support the development of the management team but was 

affected by the rejection of her efforts by Yana and Andrey. 

Both of them also were strongly influencing the rest of the 

management team. The other people in the team were adapting 

their behavior to the situation and avoided taking too much 

responsibility so they would not have to take too big personal 

risks and responsibilities in conflict situations.  

Vasil Alexiev and Kalina did almost everything possible to make 

the leadership team work together as one team. Twice a year 

they organized teambuilding events. Besides ensuring 

mentorship Vasil made personal targets for them, but the result 

was still “transferring the ball” of responsibility to the others in 

the work process. He put a lot of energy and valuable time to try 

to change them and at the same time he had other strategic 



challenges to manage personally. As without a strong 

leadership team, the challenges would not be managed he 

decided to use coaching experts to support externally the 

process of behavioral change for each of the people in the 

management team so they can meet the required leadership 

competences.  

 

The Solution:  

The proposal made to Vasil Alexiev was a combination of 

individual and group coaching sessions including training 

elements. The people included in the individual coaching 

sessions were all the people on key positions and all the talents 

defined as potentials to take strategically important roles in the 

senior and middle management of the organization.  

The objective was to complement the knowledge available with 

modern and proven to be effective leadership strategies and 

models of the management team; to support the team as such 

and also the individuals in it so they can effectively manage not 

only the common but also the individual personal and 

professional challenges.  

As a result of the analysis and feedbacks done, a Leadership 

Skills Development program was created for 42 senior and 

middle managers in the company. The program included:  

 Entry 360 degrees feedback   

 12 individual coaching sessions for 12 leaders according 

to the 360 degrees feedback  

 3 coaching sessions for individual development plans 

creation.  

 9 coaching sessions for developing key areas for change  



 12 group coaching sessions for 42 managers according to 

the needs for each respective level.   

 Evaluation of the results by measuring the change in the 

behavior trough an exit degrees feedback.  

 Based on the results - a follow up proposal for a program 

for Leadership Development in the organization.  

 


